BUDAPEST

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
Budapest City Tour & Széchenyi Spa Experience
After exploring some of Budapest's most iconic sights, why not take it
easy and relax in one of the Széchenyi Bath complex, one of the city's
most spectacular thermal spas.

PRICES FROM

General
€55

Budapest by Night Bus Tour
Join us our 2 hours bus tour which guides you through the beautiful
scenery of night-time Budapest!

General
€25

Fine Wines & Ruin Bars - Small Group Tour
Enjoy the vibrant atmosphere of happy hour in the most eclectic part
of Budapest, accompanied by the best Hungarian wines and local
finger foods.

General
€62

Budapest Hop On, Hop Off Bus Tour
Get ready to explore Budapest at your own pace with this tour. Enjoy
3 different routes with strategically located stops, allowing you to
discover the very best the capital of Hungary has to offer.

Adult €23
Child €18

Puszta Tour
The picturesque artist's village of Szentendre - a maze of medieval
ruins and narrow cobbled streets is situated just outside of
Budapest, making it perfect for a short excursion.

Adult €48
Child €25

Budapest City Tour with Danube Cruise
This action-packed itinerary which begins at Elisabeth Square, is split
between land & water and offers a crash course in the last 1000
years of Hungarian history.

Adult
Adult£28
€38
Child €20
£5

Danube Bend Tour
Delve into Hungary's rich history on this unforgettable tour along the
'Blue Danube' which includes a visit to the largest cathedral in
Hungary and some of the region's traditional small towns.

Adult €55
Child €29

Skip the line - Early Entry Budapest Parliament Tour
No visit to Budapest is complete without exploring the magnificent
Houses of Parliament, home to the Hungarian Crown Jewels, the
Holy Crown and over 691 rooms!

Adult €17
Child €7

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

